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Dear Friend, 

Tu b'Shvat, the New Year for Trees. is a minor holiday yet it holds many lessons for us. Among them are Halachot (laws)
pertaining to eating of the fruits grown In Israel, including the tithing of the fruit and trees, as well as not benefi ting from a tree
w

i

thin the first three years of the tree having been planted. This law applies to locally grown fruit as well. 

Additionally, Tu B'Shevat gives us a chance to acknowledge the Brachot (blessings) which Hashem continues to give us on a 
daily basis, supplying us and sustaining us with fruit and all other foods. On this day in particular, we take the time to act

i

vely 
show our gratitude to Hashem for our sustenance. 

On Tu B'Shevat i t  Is customary lo eat a fruit we have not eaten this season. We do this to be able to recite the 
Shehecheyanu,
a prayer said whenever doing something for the first time that year. One of the lessons is a reminder to be thankful and 
remember to appreciate the ·one Above" for giving us our daily nourishment

We sincerely thank everyone for the incredible input received regarding our new magazine The CommUNITY and hope you 
enjoy this and further edltlons. 
Wishing you a Happy Tu b'Shevat. Rabbi Saul Emanuel, Executive Director 
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7here are two ways to be a Jew. One Is to b e  born of a 
Jewish mother The other Is to choose to become a Jew. A 
dinner was held recently sponsored by the Beth Din of 
Montreal and a few anonymous donors, bringing together 
those involved In the conversion process in different levels 
with those who have chosen make the decision to take on 
a life of Torah and mitzvahs. The evening was sincerely 
emotional and truly Inspiring. 

In a tightly packed reception hall many people who are part 
of the Incredible program run by the Ruth Institute came to 
pay tribute and recognize the essential work being 
done. Those already converted or i n  the process, their 
sponsoring families. the rabbis. teachers. mentors and 
Presidium of the Jewish Coummunity Counci l together 
made this evening more than memorable. 

What was palpable throughout the evening was the warmth 
that each person had for the other. If anyone needed to see 
what true Ahavas Israel looks like, that was the place to be 

Also present at the event were Rabbi Sholom Chriqul, Rabbi 
Dovid Merl ing and Rabbi Yonah Rosner of the Beth Din, 
Rabbi Saul Emanuel Executive Director of the Jewish 
Community Council and the Presidium. Mr. Saul De1tcher. 
Mr .  Leonard Mintz. Mr .  Fred Pfeiffer, Mr .  Martin Labow and 
their wives. 

Rabbi Chrlqul was the master of ceremonies, speaking in 
both English and French Rabbi Emanuel opened the 
evening welcoming everyone He illustrated the success 
and crucial role the Beth Din plays In people's lives. Over 
the years many people have gone through this very 
successful and elaborate program. The honesty and honor 
with which everyone conducts themselves is highly 
commendable and to be emulated. 

Following a hot, delicious and sumptuous buffet dinner. 
Rabbi Merling addressed the crowd. The crux of his talk 
was that when the Menorah Is lit In each person's home. 1t 
continues to do what the Menorah did thousands of years 
ago - radiating light both inside and to the outside world. He 
went Lo tell those assembled that Just as a candle Is a

beacon of light. so too those taking on Torah and mitzvahs 

must be a light unto the nations. They must keep and 
cherish their enthusiasm. spreading it to everyone they 
meet 

Rabbi Yisroel Cremlsi gave greetings and shared a heart
warming story m French. One of the participants then came 
to the front of the room and emotionally thanked the rabbis 
for helping him connect with Hashem. He explained that 
through his learning and with the help of those running the 
program. he now has an intimate relationship with G-d. His 
heartfelt words touched everyone In the room. 

A young woman then spoke. quietly and with much dignity. 
She thanked the Incredible people who had come Into and 
enriched her life She explained that the miracles we 
witnessed on Chanukah are repeated on a dally basis. The 
Chanukah candles bring her much inspiration, drawing 
down the light of Torah. "When I feel myselfwaning, lookmg 
for Inspiration. I recall the flickering lights of the Menorah 
which bring a smile to my face and give me much strength" 

Rabbi Yerachmiel Strausberg explained that although born 
Jewish, in his youth he did not spend much lime learning 
about Torah and mitzvahs. He spoke about emunah - faith 
- explaining what unbelievable things a Torah lifestyle can
bring to one's life and family. He told those assembled that
they must always have in their lives two things: a proper
teacher and a mentor to whom they can speak openly and
honestly. He lauded the sponsoring families and the crucial 
role they play in the lives of those seeking a new way of lif e .

The evening continued long after the speeches were over 
It is very evident that the conversion program at the Ruth 
Institute Is not one dlmenslonal. It encompasses the whole 
person from the youngest child to the elderly grandparent. 
Each person Is vital and Important to Its success. Those 
who go on t o  live a Torah life do so with the knowledge that 
what they have learned and the new people they have met 
have now become part of their families. It Is also to be 
noted that the Ruth lnstitute's conversion program is 
recognized and lauded worldwide. Kol Hakavod to 
everyone Involved In this Important and admirable 
endeavor. 

Mr. Leonard Mintz 





Grapes are denned by Joy as the grapevine describes Its
product in Yotam's Parable •my wine, which makes Joyous
G-d and men.3' A person ignited by joy has the same
basic traits he possesses m a non-Joyous state - the same 
knowledge and Intelligence, the same loves, hates, wants
and desires. But In a state of joy, everything 1s more 
pronounced: the mind 1s keener, the loves deeper and the 
desires more aggressive. 

Figs are the rourlh or the Seven Kinds, also known as lhe 
fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of  Good and Evil-the fruit 
which Adam and Eve tasted, thereby committing the first 
sin of  history. In a constructive way, the fig represents our
capacity for a deep and lnllmate Involvement in our every 
positive endeavor -an involvement which signifies that we
are ful ly engaged In what we are doing.

Pomegranates are highly compartmentalized fruits. each 
of its hundreds of seeds is wrapped in its own sac of pulp 
and Is separated from Its rellows by a tough membrane. 
The pomegranate represents our capacity lo do and 
achieve things that are utterly incompatible with who and 
what we are at the present moment. It is our refusal to 
reconcile oneself to one's spiri tual and moral station as
defined by the present state of one's character; the I nsis
tence on acting better and more G-dly than we are 

Olives are that part of ourselves that thrives on struggle, 
that revels in it Just like an olive, say our sages, which
yields its 011 only when pressed, so, too, do we yield whal
is best in us only when pressed to the wall. 

Oates represent our capacity for peace, tranquility and 
perfection While It Is true that we're best when we're 
pressed like the olive, it is equally true that there are 
potenUals in our soul that come forward only when we are 
completely at peace with ourselves.

1 Rosh Ha Sha not, 1·1 ,  

2.c.f. Psolms 104·15 and I Kmgs s·s See also Tafmud , Sotoh Mo
3 Judges 9 13 


















